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Abstract

This contribution deals with the constitution, preservation, exposition and political use of relics belonged to patriots, heroes and martyrs of the Italian Risorgimento, until the first period of 20th century, aiming to highlight the importance of materiality in spreading political messages.

Within the historical-political frame of conflicting memories, seeking consent, nation building and public use of history, this paper analyzes the nature, origins and destinations of particular series of objects that, since the last two decades of XIX century, crowded the first historical and municipal museums’ layouts in Italy, between unitarian ambitions and municipalist legitimacy. Before invading the public space and becoming political tools, in fact, objects and collections had moved from private into public frameworks, acquiring different meanings from the original ones.

The focus will then move to the actors, contexts, ways involved in the first attempts of custody and exhibition of political relics; to the communication devices connected to homeland memories; to the master narratives, to the histories and counter-histories of the unification process showed in the Italian growing museums: places that, beyond the need of didacticism and the claim to a neutral, acceptable, authoritative and scientific truth, became the scenography and stage for the performance of cultural and political symbols and for the myths of nationhood.
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